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Optimizing stellarators for turbulent transport

H.E. Mynick1, N.Pomphrey1, and P. Xanthopoulos2

1Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ
2Max-Planck-Institut für Plasmaphysik, Teilinstitut Greifswald, Greifswald, Germany

Up to now, the term “transport-optimized” stellarators has meant optimized to minimize neo-
classical transport, while the task of also mitigating turbulent transport, usually the dominant
transport channel in such designs, has not been addressed, due to the complexity of plasma turbu-
lence in stellarators. Here, we demonstrate that stellarators can also be designed to mitigate their
turbulent transport, by making use of two powerful numerical tools not available until recently,
namely gyrokinetic codes valid for 3D nonlinear simulations, and stellarator optimization codes.
A first proof-of-principle configuration is obtained, reducing the level of ion temperature gradient
turbulent transport from the NCSX baseline design by a factor of about 2.5.
PACS #s: 52.55.Hc, 52.65.Tt, 52.35.Ra

Transport due to plasma turbulence has been a ma-
jor challenge for magnetic confinement since the incep-
tion of the fusion program in the 1950s. Starting in
the 1980s, a number of of approaches to neoclassical-
transport-optimized stellarators were discovered[1–5], in
which the neoclassical (nc) transport could be reduced
to below the level of turbulent or “anomalous” transport
over most of the plasma column, making stellarator con-
finement comparable to that achievable in tokamaks. In
recent years, two powerful numerical tools have been de-
veloped, which also make mitigating turbulent transport
in stellarators a realistic possibility, namely configura-
tion optimization codes such as Stellopt[6], and gyroki-
netic (gk) codes valid for 3D configuations, such as the
Gene/Gist code package[7, 8]. In this paper, we make
use of these two new tools to demonstrate that new stel-
larator configurations with appreciably diminished tur-
bulent transport levels can be evolved from stellarators
designed without this turbulent-transport-optimization,
raising the prospect of a new class of stellarators with
greatly improved overall confinement.

Stellopt seeks to minimize a cost function C2(z) =
∑

i w
2
iC

2
i (z) in the “shape space” z ≡ {zj} specifying

a stellarator design, where the C2
i are the contributions

from any physics or engineering criteria the user wishes
to apply, and the wi are adjustable weights. (For the
fixed-boundary equilibria we compute here, the zj are
the Fourier amplitudes specifying the boundary shape of
the design. One could equally well take free-boundary
equilibria, with the zj the currents in the coil set.) For
the turbulent contribution C2

t , one could ideally take
Ct = 〈Qgk〉, the surface- or volume- averaged heat flux
Qgk from nonlinear Gene runs, but this would be far
too computationally expensive, since many hundreds of
individual configurations are evaluated in a typical opti-
mizer run, and a nonlinear gk parallel simulation for a
single flux tube for the present application requires on
the order of 100 CPU-days. To surmount this obsta-
cle, we instead employ a “proxy function” Qprox in C2

t

to stand in place of Qgk, a fairly simple function of key
input geometric quantities, based on theory and on the
geometry dependences of Qgk found in Gene studies on

a family of nc-optimized stellarators.[9] Qprox need not
give a highly accurate prediction of what the gk result
will be (though of course the more accurate the better)
– it need only capture enough of the physics to guide the
optimizer toward configurations which Gene will subse-
quently confirm has reduced Qgk. Moreover, by exam-
ining the means by which Stellopt contrives to improve
Qprox and Qgk, one may learn methods for deforming
the stellarator shape to achieve the turbulent stabiliza-
tion which are geometrically possible, whose discovery
without the optimizer would be extremely difficult.

For Qprox, we begin with an expression for the ion
radial heat flux Qi = −χn0g

xxdTi/dx, with radial co-
ordinate x ≡ (2ψt/Ba)

1/2, 2πψt the toroidal flux, Ba

the magnetic field strength B at the plasma edge (where
x = a), and gxx ≡ |∇x|2 the xx component of the met-
ric tensor. We use the quasilinear expression for the ion
conductivity, χ =

∑

k
Dk, with

Dk = (ω∗iLn)2〈|
eφk

Ti
|2〉γk/ω

2

k ' cDγk/k
2

x. (1)

Here, ω∗i ≡ −(ckyTi/eB)κn is the diamagnetic fre-
quency, with inverse density scale-length κn ≡ L−1

n ≡
−∂x lnn0 and ky ≡ k · ŷ the wavevector component in the

binormal direction ŷ ≡ b̂ × x̂, with x̂ and b̂ unit vectors
in the directions normal to a flux surface and along the
magnetic field. The final form is obtained using a simple
mixing-length argument for the mean-square potential
fluctuation amplitude 〈|φk|

2〉, with cD a multiplicative
constant, determined below.

As in Ref. 9, for simplicity we consider only ion temper-
ature gradient (ITG) turbulence[10] with adiabatic elec-
trons. As found there, two geometric quantities central
to determining the form and amplitude of the turbulence
are the “radial curvature” κ1 ≡ ex ·κ, with vector curva-
ture κ and ex the covariant basis vector for x,[8] and the
local shear sl ≡ ∂θ(g

xy/gxx), with θ the poloidal azimuth
in flux coordinates, which parametrizes distance along a
field line. An approximate ITG dispersion equation is

0 '
1

τ
+
ω∗i(1 + ηi)ωdi

ω2
+
k2

‖v
2
i ω∗i(1 + ηi)

ω3
, (2)
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with ωdi = −ω∗iκ1/κn the ion drift frequency, ηi ≡
κT /κn, and κT ≡ −∂x lnTi. The first term on the right
side is the adiabatic electron contribution, the second
term gives the ITG “toroidal branch”, and the third
term gives the “slab branch”. If that 3rd term is ne-
glected, Eq.(2) is quadratic in ω, giving ω ≡ ±iγk '
±ω∗i[τ(1 + ηi)κ1/κn]1/2, becoming unstable for κ1 < 0
(“bad curvature”). This expression has a critical pres-
sure gradient κcr = 0, which becomes nonzero for a more
complete dispersion equation, e.g., from including the
3rd term in Eq.(2). Here, we include κcr simply as a pa-
rameter, by making the replacement (1 + ηi) ≡ κp/κn →
(κp − κcr)/κn. Then one has

γk ' (ω∗i/κn)|τκ1(κp−κcr)|
1/2H(κp−κcr)H(−κ1), (3)

with H(κ) the Heavyside function. Retaining the 3rd
term in Eq.(2), and making the replacement k‖ →
−(i/qR)∂θ (with R the major radius and q the safety
factor) yields a Schrödinger equation, which localizes the
mode in θ to wells in the effective potential Vef (θ), pro-
portional to the first two terms in Eq.(2).[9]

We model k−2
x on the intuition that sl plays a role sim-

ilar to that played by flow shear,[9] stabilizing the mode
and diminishing its radial extent from the “mesoscale”
(k−1

x ∼
√

Lpρi) to a microscale (k−1
x ∼ ρi) when the

E × B shearing frequency ωE becomes comparable to
the inverse correlation time τ−1

E for fluctuations in the
absence of E ×B flow[11]:

k−2

x (ωE , sl) ' ρ2

i +ρiLp/[1+(τEωE)2+〈(τssl)
2〉∆θ]. (4)

Here, ρi is the ion gyroradius, Lp ≡ κ−1
p , τE , τs are con-

stants set below, and 〈..〉∆θ is an average along a field
line weighted by a gaussian of width ∆θ, a simple means
of giving k−2

x the nonlocal character more rigorously
imposed by actually solving the mode equation noted
above along B. Qprox is thus determined by Eqs.(1),(3),
and (4), which have 5 as yet undetermined constants,
κcr, τE , τs,∆θ, and cD. Here, we neglect the flow-shear
contribution (we set τE = 0), and fix the remaining 4 by
using simulated annealing[12] to make a best fit of Qprox

with the Qgk from the results of Gene simulations on
the family of 3 flux tubes in each of 4 toroidal configura-
tions studied in Ref. 9, giving values 0.053, 1.12, 0.207,
and 0.959, respectively. A comparison of Qprox (solid)
and Qgk (dashed) along one field line of each of these
4 configurations is given in Fig. 1. For all flux tubes
simulated, Qprox represents reasonably well the form of
Qgk along B, and also gives the approximate magnitude
in each case but for 2 of the 3 tubes simulated for W7X
(Wendelstein VII-X)[13], where it is too small by a factor
of about 3, indicating that some further physics is to be
found to improve the present Qprox. The predictive reli-
ability of C2

t is somewhat better than that indicated in
Fig. 1, since it uses the surface average 〈Qprox〉 of Qprox,
and the local disparities in (Qprox −Qgk) tend to cancel.

The results of a Stellopt run using this Qprox are shown
in Fig. 2 – Fig. 4. The Levenberg-Marquardt optimiza-

ncsx

w7x

hsx

ncsx_sym

Q

FIG. 1: (Color online)Comparison of Qprox (red solid) with
Qgk (black dashed) for one flux tube of each of the 4 toroidal
configurations studied in Ref. 9.

tion scheme[14] Stellopt uses runs in successive “genera-
tions” of equilibria, here each with 54 members (one for
each direction of shape space z), to determine the direc-
tion in z-space to move next. For this case, Stellopt be-
gins with configuration LI383, which formed the baseline
configuration for NCSX (National Compact Stellarator
Experiment)[15], at β = 4.2%. wt is made large enough
to make C2

t dominate C2 for the first several generations.
Constraints are also applied to maintain the plasma β,
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Comparison of radial curvature κ1(θ)
for 1 poloidal transit for QA 35q (red solid) and NCSX (black
dashed).

aspect ratio, and RBt (= major radius × toroidal field),
but the configurations are otherwise unconstrained. Af-
ter the 4th generation, a sample equilibrium is chosen,
before the configurations become less interesting from a
practical standpoint (for example, their rotational trans-
form dropping excessively). Here, we select a sample
configuration “QA 35q” from that generation, whose Ct

is 2 orders of magnitude below that of NCSX. The rea-
son why is shown in Fig. 2, which compares radial cur-
vature κ1(θ) for 1 poloidal transit for QA 35q (solid)
with that for NCSX (dashed). One sees that Stellopt
has found a means of boosting κ1 so that it has bad cur-
vature (κ1 < 0) almost nowhere, and worse curvature
than NCSX only where κ1 > 0 for both configurations.
While QA 35q has a κ1 which is more oscillatory than for
NCSX, it has a smooth, converged VMEC equilibrium,
with boundaries of both shown in Fig. 3 for cross sections
at 4 values of toroidal azimuth ζ.

While Ct has fallen by 2 orders of magnitude, the de-
cisive test of whether QA 35q has transport truly dimin-
ished from NCSX is from nonlinear Gene runs. This
comparison is given in Fig. 4, showing the line-averaged
Qgk for QA 35q (solid) and NCSX (dashed) versus time.
One sees that QA 35q indeed has Qgk substantially di-
minished from that for NCSX, by a factor of about 2.5,
not nearly as large as that indicated by Qprox, but still
quite appreciable, comparable to the reduction achieved
in tokamaks in going from L- to H-mode. Thus, while not
highly accurate, this Qprox is adequate to guide Stellopt
in the direction desired.

QA 35q is a first “proof-of-principle” that substantial
turbulence mitigation can indeed be achieved by this ap-
proach. However, in evolving QA 35q, Stellopt did not
apply various constraints to the configurations to make
them fully satisfactory. For example, while mostly bal-
looning stable, as is LI383, QA 35q is kink unstable, and
its rotational transform has dropped from that of LI383
by a factor of about 2.7.

FIG. 3: (Color online) Comparison of boundary shapes of
QA 35q (red solid) and NCSX (black dashed) at values of Nζ
(= number of field periods × toroidal angle) = 0,±π/2, π.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Comparison of line-averaged heat flux
Qgk versus time for QA 35q (red solid) and NCSX (black
dashed) from nonlinear Gene runs. QA 35q achieves a re-
duction in turbulent transport over that in NCSX by a factor
of about 2.5.

Many further possibilities exist for making use of this
general approach to turbulent transport mitigation. The
reduction Stellopt achieved in QA 35q principally made
use of the κ1-dependence of Qprox, finding a means of
deforming NCSX to restrict the domain of bad curva-
ture, and thereby alleviate the ITG instability. In a sim-
ilar way, one may seek other configurations which reduce
transport by using the sl-dependence in Qprox. Also, as
noted, the present Qprox can be improved as a model
for ITG transport, and one may expect further improve-
ments would accrue as more of the significant physics in
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Qgk is captured by Qprox. Further, the present restric-
tion to ITG turbulence was taken only for simplicity –
any modes which gk codes such as Gene can compute
(e.g., trapped-electron or electron temperature-gradient
modes) can be addressed by this method, developing a
modified Qprox guided by theory and by gk studies of
Qgk. Moreover, it will also be of interest to use starting
designs other than NCSX, to see what different means
of achieving tranport reduction Stellopt finds as the ini-
tial configuration is varied. For example, each of the nc-
transport-optimized designs studied in Ref. 9, and per-
haps tokamaks, would provide an edifying testbed for

this approach. Work addressing these avenues has been
initiated.
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